DAILY ASSIGNMENT

Announcement: Movie about Einstein this Thursday, tomorrow, Sept. 23, 7-9pm.

Due: Friday September 24, 9 am

Read: Heisenberg Probably Slept Here: Einstein (pages 74 – 84)

1. Bibliography: For project II do a thorough literature search on the scientist of your group, i.e. for the scientist for whom you signed up. Use the tools I had shown to you in class on Sept. 10. Use the library catalogue to find as many books as possible (minimum of one book per person), look up scientific journal articles and encyclopedia entries. As answer to this assignment, list on our webpage entry all references (in APA style). Start reading your references.

2. Einstein Life: As preparation for our Friday class, finish your notes on the Einstein reading; that means summarize in keywords the life and character description of Einstein in this reading (pages 74 – 84).

3. What of this daily assignment did you find most difficult and/or what did you find most interesting? Do you have any other comments?